
Bulletin Ads & Clip Art
Most people don’t realize that most abortions are unwanted or coerced, or that forced abortions happen close to home. This
heartbreak is often followed by psychological and physical injuries that traumatize, maim and even kill women. Abortion
endangers the rights and lives of both the unborn and women.

You can help raise awareness and foster compassion, hope, help and healing. Use these ads in church bulletins, newslet-
ters, newspapers and other publications in print and online.

TheUnChoice.com

Most abortions are unwanted, coerced or even forced.
No wonder they’re calling it The UnChoice.

New facts. New hope. New healing. Learn more:

“They said I made the right decision
but I was never given a choice.”

TheUnChoice.com

PPPPPARENTSARENTSARENTSARENTSARENTS
Teens are 6 times more likely

to commit suicide after abortion.
Learn more:

TheUnChoice.comTheUnChoice.comTheUnChoice.comTheUnChoice.comTheUnChoice.com

PPPPPARENTSARENTSARENTSARENTSARENTS
Teens are at significant risk of

being coerced into secret abortions.
Most suffer serious psychological and
physical complications. Learn more:

TheUnChoice.comTheUnChoice.comTheUnChoice.comTheUnChoice.comTheUnChoice.com

Most abortions are unwanted, deceptively or negligently
informed, or personally or expertly coerced. Forced abortions

happen here, too. Coercion takes many forms and comes
from all sides. Personal pressure can escalate to violence.

Homicide is the #1 killer of pregnant women.

Coercion ≠≠≠≠≠ Choice

TheUnChoice.com
Learn more. Offer or find hope, help and healing:

Abortion is not safe, and
for many women, it was never

about authentic choice.
But the heartbreak is real.

TheUnChoice.com

64% of abortions involve coercion,
which can escalate to violence

52% of women felt rushed and 54% felt uncertain,
yet 67% weren’t counseled before abortion.

79% weren’t informed of alternatives

Homicide is the #1 killer of pregnant women

65% suffer trauma after abortion

Clinical depression: 65% higher risk

Death rates are 3.5 times higher after abortion

Suicide rate is 6 times higher.

Learn more:Learn more:Learn more:Learn more:Learn more:

Church Awareness Project: www.theunchoice.com/churchawarenessproject    ¢¢¢¢¢ Free Resources: www.theunchoice.com

Most abortions are unwanted, coerced or even forced.
No wonder they’re calling it The UnChoice.

New facts. New hope. New healing. Learn more:

“They said I made the right decision
but I was never given a choice.”

TheUnChoice.com

• 84% were not adequately informed before abortion,
• 64% were pressured by others to abort,
• 52% felt rushed and 54% felt unsure, yet ...
• 67% received no counseling before abortion, and
• 79% were not told of alternatives.

If most abortions involve coercion,
why are we still calling it a choice?

It wasn’t about authentic choice, but healing is possible.



TheUnChoice.com

New studies change old views about “choice.”
Few abortions are freely and fairly chosen, or

fully and fairly informed. Most involve some form
of coercion, which can escalate to violence.

Homicide is the leading killer of pregnant women.

Why is it The UnChoice?

TheUnChoice.com

Most abortions are unwanted
or coerced, sometimes violently.

Few are freely and fairly chosen
 or fully and fairly informed.

• 64% involve coercion
• 60% say “part of me died.
• Suicide rates:  6 x higher

Learn more. Get free educational
materials and healing resources at:

Why it’s The UnChoice

Pop QuizPop QuizPop QuizPop QuizPop Quiz
If most abortions are

unwanted, coerced, forced,
deceptively or negligently
informed, or pushed ...

if 65% of women
suffer trauma,

31% suffer physical injury,
suicide rates are 6 times

higher and maternal death
rates are 3.5 times higher

after abortion ...
Why are we still calling

this a choice?

TheUnChoice.com

Forced Abortion in America?
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Studies show that in America, most
abortions are unwanted or coerced, and if
a woman refuses to abort, coercion can es-
calate to violence. Homicide is the leading
killer of pregnant women. Threats can range
from verbal or physical abuse to loss of
home, income, family and more.

Teens and women of all ages have been
forcibly restrained, beaten and tortured,
or even held hostage or taken to the clinic
at gunpoint. Women have been evicted,
thrown from a bridge, stuffed in car trunks
or even buried alive. Some were forcibly
drugged or injected to force a miscarriage.

Clinics rarely screen for coercion.
Molesters pose as parents. Rapists use
repeat abortions to conceal assaults.
Authorities and support networks may de-
cide for her and blackmail, coerce or force
her. Women have been punished or killed
for resisting.

After abortion, 65% suffer trauma.
Women’s rate of death from all causes is
nearly 4 times higher. Suicide rates are 6
times higher. Society often denies them
even the right to grieve the loss of their child.

FREE REPORT
“Forced Abortion in America”

An unwanted, coerced,
deceptively informed or forced
“choice” ... is no choice at all

• 64% felt pressured to abort by others
• Coercion can escalate to violence
• 52% felt rushed and 54% unsure, yet
• 67% received no counseling
• 84% not adequately informed

New facts. FNew facts. FNew facts. FNew facts. FNew facts. Free resources.ree resources.ree resources.ree resources.ree resources. New hope.New hope.New hope.New hope.New hope.
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64% of abortions involve coercion

Many women are deceived by experts,
abandoned by “everyone who mattered.”

60% said “part of me died.”

TheUnChoice.com

64% of abortions involve coercion.
52% felt rushed, 67% aren’t counseled.
84% are not adequately informed.
65% suffer trauma. Suicide is 6x higher.

TheUnChoice.com

THIS ISN’T A “CHOICE”

Abortion is The UnChoice.
Most abortions involve
coercion ... not free, fair

or fully informed “choice.”
Download

“Forced Abortion in America”

Free Special Report

TheUnChoice.com

1.  More than half of aborting women
feel rushed or uncertain, yet 67%
weren’t counseled first, and

2.  79% were not informed of
available alternatives.

3.  Coercion can escalate to violence
4.  Homicide is the leading killer of

pregnant women
5.  84% said they were not

adequately informed
6.  65% suffer trauma
7.  Death rates are 3.5 times higher

among women who aborted
8.  Suicide rates are 6 times higher

8 reasons
to stop calling
it a “choice”

TheUnChoice.com

Why do they call it The UnChoice?

Most abortions are unwanted or coerced.
Few are freely, fairly or fully informed.

TheUnChoice.com
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